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Abstract

The paper …nds empirical evidence on the ripple e¤ect of sunspots
on the interwar German economy. It identi…es a sequence of negative
shocks to expectations for the 1927 to 1932 period. The arti…cial
economy predicts the 1928-1932 depression and a long boom from 1933
onwards. Overall, a tangible fraction of interwar output volatility is
attributed for by sunspots.
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1 Introduction

It was not quite such a long time ago when the macroeconomic camp could
be partitioned into two groups: the bearers of the non-interventionist view
were characterized by their prizing of a ‡exible price and perfectly compet-
itive world as the appropriate economic model for understanding business
cycles. Their opponents favored the role of rigidities and departures from
perfect competition. Given the wide use of rigid prices and markup pricing
in current macroeconomic modelling, the fracture between the two camps has
proven to be an anachronism. Nevertheless, the convergence does not im-
ply that today’s macroeconomics is a uni…ed discipline; a modern division is
now represented by whether one believes in sunspots (i.e. non-fundamental)
equilibrium or not.1 For sunspots to be an accepted explanation for business
cycles, it is vital that the implications be supported by empirical evidence.
The present paper o¤ers new empirical evidence on the role of sunspots and
does so by looking at one of the most troubling of cyclical episodes: the Great
Depression in Germany.

1.1 Map of the paper

The paper unfolds in four parts. The …rst part assigns theory. Sunspot
models are distinguished from other models in that they …nd the original
source of economic ‡uctuations in shocks to expectations (a.k.a. sunspots
or animal spirits). The chosen theoretical model here is a non-monetary,
fully speci…ed dynamic general equilibrium model with increasing returns of
a magnitude consistent with empirical evidence. The size of scale economies
is signi…cant enough to give rise to equilibria which are indeterminate; hence
non-fundamental expectations matter.

In the second part of the paper, the arti…cial economy is exploited to
derive the sunspot shocks. Data will be …ltered through the model to ferret
out residuals. That is, sunspots are uncovered by sifting out the part of
the model that is not explained by fundamentals so as to re‡ect changes
in extrinsic uncertainty. The paper …nds a sequence of pernicious sunspot
shocks that seeped into the German economy from 1927:IV to 1932:III. This
roughly coincides with the economic cycle: the German business cycle peaked
in the …rst quarter of 1928 and passed its trough in 1932:III (see Figure 1).

The e¤ects of the estimated sunspot innovations will be traced in the third
part of the paper. I check the forecasting ability of sunspots and test the
predictive power of the model, i.e. the empirical shocks will be fed back into

1Benhabib and Farmer (1999) provides a superb review of sunspot models.
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Figure 1: Linearly detrended per capita outputs. Private output is sum of
the private sector’s consumption and investment expenditures.

the model. I …nd that sunspots and the model can account for a signi…cant
portion of the interwar cycle in Germany. The fourth part probes various
dimensions of the results’ robustness.

The paper thus provides new support to Temin’s (1971) interpretation of
the German Depression. Temin stresses a fall in domestic demand, however,
he leaves unexplained the ultimate cause of the plunge:

”Sales, un…lled orders, expectations; these are the items we
are told in‡uence investment. [...] To elucidate the nature of this
change, attention must be shifted from the international econ-
omy to the domestic and from supply considerations to demand.”
[Temin, 1971, 248]

The …ndings here suggest that it was sunspots which had a ripple e¤ect
on aggregate demand and, consequently, on the German economy.

1.2 Methodology and related work

The paper is related to recent attempts that employ theoretical models in a
beeline to trace the sources of economic ‡uctuations (see for example Chari,
Kehoe and McGrattan’s, 2002, accounting framework). It also resembles
work that computes historical sunspots (for example Harrison and Weder,
2001). Within a dynamic general equilibrium framework, the current paper
builds on and modi…es a method originally developed by She¤rin and Salyer
(1998) for post-war U.S. data. In a nutshell, She¤rin and Salyer uncover
sunspots by using …nancial markets in conjunction with the error term of
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the arti…cial economy’s consumption equation. The procedure applied in
the present paper borrows from Salyer and She¤rin’s yet several important
di¤erences distinguish their work from mine: (i) I do not employ …nancial
markets, (ii) the underlying theoretical model is di¤erent – they use a ver-
sion of Farmer and Guo (1994) which requires unrealistically large increasing
returns to scale – (iii) sunspots are sifted out from the model equation’s
residuals in di¤erent ways, and (iv) the forecasting power of shocks to ex-
pectations is determined. Furthermore, I show that alternative methods of
sunspots estimation – the Salyer and She¤rin procedure as well as the one
which was developed by Harrison and Weder (2001) – predict very similar
sequences of shocks.

To my knowledge, Fisher and Hornstein (2002) and Weder (2003) are
the only other approaches which attempt to explain the Great Depression
in Germany using dynamic general equilibrium theory. Both …nd a deteri-
oration in total factor productivity which accounts for a substantial decline
in economic activity – yet both claim that a complete explanation requires
many more inputs such as …scal shocks and labor market distortions (in the
case of Fisher and Hornstein) or taste shocks (in Weder’s case). Contrary to
these mentioned papers which rely on theoretical inclusiveness in the hope
of drawing together varying approaches to show how these contribute to a
more complete explanation, the paper here pursues a monocausal approach.
This does not rule out other factors such as the above mentioned. However,
the monocausal strategy applied here allows the e¤ects of expectations to be
isolated.

Another conceptual issue in this work pertains to the notion of equilibrium
economics. Equilibrium business cycle models – such as the one championed
here – banish the notion of involuntary unemployment essentially because of
its unsound distinction and as an intricate concept (see also Lucas, 1978).
Therefore, business cycles are not interpreted as deviations from equilibrium
but decoded as transitory ‡uctuations of the equilibrium itself. Consequently,
the unemployed must have chosen leisure over work which, however, does not
presume that they like depressions:

”Of course, the hypothesis of a cleared labor market carries
with it no such suggestion, any more than the observation that
people go hungry in cleared food markets suggest that people
enjoy hunger.” [Lucas, 1977, 226].

More importantly, equilibria do not necessitate Pareto-e¢ciency: the ar-
ti…cial economy that will be outlined shortly is interspersed with imperfect
markets and any realized equilibrium represents a ‡aw in the economy that
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a rearrangement of resources could correct at no cost to anyone. In short,
the labor market is modelled as if in equilibrium, therefore, the controversy
is not whether unemployment is involuntary but instead whether the level of
employment is e¢cient. It clearly isn’t.

2 The arti…cial economy

This Section presents the theoretical model, discusses the calibration and
reports on qualitative dynamics. The economy is a standard dynamic general
equilibrium model with variable capital utilization, internal scale economies
and monopolistic competition.2

The economy consists of two sectors. The …nal goods sector is perfectly
competitive. Final goods production assembles distinct intermediate inputs
yi;t with the constant returns to scale production function

yt =

µZ 1

0

yÀi;tdi

¶1=À

0 < À < 1 (1)

where i 2 [0; 1]. The conditional demand for yi;t can be derived as

yi;t =

µ
pi;t
pt

¶ 1
À¡1
yt; pt ´

µZ 1

0

p
À

À¡1
i;t di

¶ À¡1
À

: (2)

Here, pi;t is …rm’s i price and pt is the exact price index. Monopolistic
competitors produce intermediate products and have access to an increasing
returns to scale technology given by

yi;t = zt(utki;t)
®l¯i;t ®+ ¯ > 1: (3)

Firms rent the services from labor, li;t, and capital, ki;t, from the household
at the competitive rental rates wt and rt. The household decides on the index
of the use of capital, ut. It is taken as given by the …rms. zt is the state of
technological knowledge which is determined outside the model. It follows
the …rst-order autoregressive process

ln zt = (1¡ ³) ln z + ³ ln zt¡1 + "t 0 < ³ < 1:

The shocks to technology, "t, are uncorrelated at all leads and lags and un-
correlated with zt¡j rj > 0. They are the part of zt that cannot be predicted

2The models by Greenwood, Hercowitz and Hu¤man (1988), Farmer and Guo (1994)
and Wen (1998) – to which my model is most closely related – feature similar attributes.
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based on past values of the variables of the model. Each monopolistic com-
petitor’s pro…t maximization is given by the static problem

max
li;t;ki;t

pi;tyi;t ¡ wtli;t ¡ rtki;t s.t. (2) and (3)

where the maximand is concave in inputs whenever (®+ ¯)À is less or equal
to one. In fact, I will restrict (®+ ¯)À = 1 which implies zero average pure
pro…ts. The assumption is on congenial terms with data reported by Sweezy
(1940).3 The factor demands of …rm i are

wt = À¯pi;tzt(utki;t)
®l¯¡1i;t and rt = À®pi;tzt(utki;t)

®l¯i;tk
¡1
i;t : (4)

All intertemporal decisions are administered by the household sector.
Households supply labor to and purchase output from the …rms. The stand-in
household’s utility is assumed to be a family of instantaneous utility functions

U = E0

1X

t=0

½tu(ct; 1¡ lt) 0 < ½ < 1 (5)

u(ct; 1¡ lt) = ´ log ct ¡ (1¡ ´)lt 0 < ´ < 1:

Here ct and ½ stand for consumption and the discount factor. Logarithmic
utility ensures the existence of a balanced growth path. The fact that labor,
lt, enters linearly in the utility function follows the assumption that labor
is indivisible, utility is separable in consumption and in leisure and agents
trade employment lotteries. Et is the expectations operator, conditional on
all information available in periods t and earlier. The capital accumulation
equation

kt+1 = (1¡ ±t)kt + wtlt + rtutkt +¦t ¡ ct (6)

is a standard one except for the variable depreciation rate, ±t. Depreciation
is an increasing convex function of utilization

±t =
1

µ
uµt µ > 1:

Higher utilization causes faster depreciation at an increasing rate because of
wear and tear on the capital stock. ¦t represents pure pro…t income arising
from the presence of market power. Factor prices (and pro…t income) are

3Splitting up the capital income into rental and pure pro…t income, for example, would
change the model insofar as to make it even easier to obtain indeterminacy.
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taken as given by the household. The maximization of (5) subject to (6)
yields the …rst order conditions

´

1¡ ´ = wtc
¡1
t (7)

1

ct
= Et

½

ct+1

µ
rt+1 + 1¡ 1

µ
uµt+1

¶
(8)

and

uµt = rt: (9)

In addition, the budget constraint

kt+1 = (1¡ 1

µ
uµt )kt + yt ¡ ct (10)

and the usual transversality condition – given the initial stock of capital,
k(0) > 0 – must hold. Equation (7) describes the consumption-leisure trade-
o¤, (8) is the intertemporal Euler equation. (9) characterizes the e¢cient
level of capital utilization. It states that capital should be utilized at a rate
which sets the marginal user costs equal to the marginal bene…t of capital
services.

In symmetric equilibrium, we have ki;t = kt; li;t = lt; yi;t = yt; and
pi;t = pt = 1. The last equality comes from the zero pro…ts condition in the
…nal goods sector with …nal goods being the numeraire.

Next, I calibrate the model using parameter values that mimic certain
ratios of the actual German economy that are more or less constant. Time
evolves in discrete units and periods are speci…ed to be one quarter long. Sig-
ni…cant market power is widely reported for interwar Germany. For example,
Kellenbenz (1981) estimates the rise of cartels from 233 to 1539 in the period
from 1905 to 1925. To o¤er an idea of the extent of market power, Bloch
(1932) compares price indices of raw material and semi…nished products ar-
ranged by commodities for domestic and foreign consumption. Over the 1929
to 1932 period, the domestic price level was about 30 percent above the world
price level. A high degree of de facto cartelization was also widespread in
the agricultural sector due to the political in‡uence of East Elbian Junkers.
In this respect, Kindleberger (1986) notes that the market power combined
with import restrictions

”[...] raised German agricultural prices to Rm 2 billion above
the level of world prices in 1932.” [Kindleberger, 1986, p. 132]
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No reliable estimate of markups for interwar Germany is available, how-
ever. Following recent evidence by Basu and Fernald (1997) and others on
the United States, I assume that the average markup is 20 percent. This im-
plies that À = 0:83 so that the elasticity of substitution between varieties of
intermediate goods is about 6 and, consequently, the returns to scale amount
to 1:20. The capital share is 25 percent. The steady state rate of depreciation
is 3 percent per annum. The discount factor, ½, is set such that the steady
state capital-output ratio is 4:18 which is the empirical observed value (for
great ratios and depreciation rates see Ritschl, 2002b). The weight on utility,
´, has no in‡uence on equilibrium dynamics and is therefore not needed to be
calibrated. Denoting steady state values with no time subscripts, the unique
steady state is described by the set of equations

1

½
= ®À

y

k
+ 1¡ ±

1

½
= 1¡ ±(1¡ µ)

and

± =
x

k
=
x

y

y

k
:

The conditions imply a value of 1:99 for the elasticity of depreciation with
respect to utilization, µ. The steady state investment share on output, x=y,
is 17 percent.

I take a log-linear approximation to the equilibrium conditions to obtain
the following dynamical system that describes the economy (see Appendix):

0
@

bct+1
bkt+1
bzt+1

1
A =M

0
@

bct
bkt
bzt

1
A+W

0
@
!t+1
0
"t+1

1
A (11)

Hatted variables denote percent deviations from their steady-state values.
M signi…es for the 3 £ 3 Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives. The term
!t+1 ´ Etbct+1 ¡ bct+1 denotes the expectational error. Its role is as follows.
Consumption is a non-predetermined variable whereas capital is predeter-
mined. If exactly one eigenvalue of M is outside the unit circle, the model
is unique (i.e. saddle-path stable); unless the extraneous random variable
!t+1 is removed, the economy would eventually violate the transversality
conditions. With the presence of market power, however, the First Welfare
Theorem does not hold. Accordingly, we do not have the guarantee that
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the equilibrium is unique. Indeterminacy of rational expectations requires
that both eigenvalues of M are inside the unit circle. This situation implies
that equilibria are possible in which ‡uctuations in economic activity may be
driven by arbitrary and self-ful…lling changes in people’s expectations. Ra-
tional expectations require that expectational errors be essentially random
errors which are uncorrelated with the information obtained and processed:
in a word, people make no systematic mistakes.

Sunspot cycles are generated in the model in the following manner. Let
there be a pessimistic shock to expectations unrelated to any available fun-
damental data – the …rst step in a harmful sequence of events. In particular,
people believe that the future income stream dwindles. The households re-
spond by reducing today’s consumption expenditures and by increasing the
supply of labor. To understand the e¤ect of these expectations on employ-
ment, one must regard that labor demand is unconventionally sloped given
departures from constant returns. This can be seen by combining the sym-
metric equilibrium conditions

uµt = ®À
yt
kt

and yt = zt(utkt)
®l¯t

which yield

yt = (®À)
®

µ¡® z
µ

µ¡®
t k

®(µ¡1)
µ¡®

t l
¯µ
µ¡®
t :

Given Table 1’s calibration, the e¤ective labor-output elasticity

¯µ

µ ¡ ®
exceeds unity for markups or, equivalently, increasing returns to scale larger
than 1:16, implying that the reduced-form labor demand curve is upward
sloping. The sunspot-driven shift in labor supply reduces employment and
investment today. Therefore, the future capital stock and output will be low
and the initially pessimistic undercurrent about future income is self-ful…lled.
This completes the circuit.

Bernanke and Parkinson (1991) propose a simple test that can be applied
to check for the plausibility of increasing returns of the magnitude needed
here. Given the lack of reliable disaggregated data, I look at the relation
between movements in aggregate output and labor input (standard errors in
parentheses):

¢ ln ydt = ¡0:014
(0:019)

+ 1:010
(0:139)

¢ ln ldL;t + 0:006
(0:002)

t R
2
= 0:85;D:W: = 1:40

¢ ln ydt = 0:018
(0:022)

+ 0:814
(0:100)

¢ ln ldR;t + 0:0007
(0:002)

t R
2
= 0:87; D:W: = 1:60
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where ¢ ln ydt is the change in log real GNP, ¢ ln ldt is the change in log total
hours worked and t indexes time. The top regression uses Lölhö¤el’s (1974)
annual series; the bottom one has Ritschl’s (2002b) data on the right hand
side. I use annual data for each regression from 1925 to 1938. Clearly, the
model calibration, namely that ¯ = 0:90, is consistent with the estimated
coe¢cients on ¢ ln ldt .

4

3 Unearthing sunspots
To reiterate, the goal of the paper is to determine whether nonfundamental
changes in expectations can explain the ‡uctuations that occurred in Ger-
many during the interwar period. In the context of the model, in other words,
among the in…nite number of possible sequences of the expectational errors
in (11), I seek the one that best describes the behavior of peoples’ extrinsic
uncertainty during the 1920s and 1930s period.

Technology shocks are customarily estimated as residuals from a Solow
decomposition. In other words, these shocks are not directly observable;
measurement takes place within a particular model – a production function.
Taking the theoretical model as a starting point, the current paper also
tackles deriving sunspots directly from model equations.

Sunspots are unearthed as follows. Let us recall equation (11). In the
absence of any other form of uncertainty, the term !t+1 is a belief shock. By
…ltering data on per capita consumption, capital and total factor productivity
through the model, an empirical sequence of residuals f!tg can be computed.

There is no a priori reasoning, however, to expect that the belief shocks
are uncorrelated to fundamental disturbances. For example, Pigou (1929)
took a somewhat lenient stance on sunspots. He put forth an agnostic inter-
pretation of sunspots as overreactions to fundamental shocks. Here, I de…ne
sunspots as the changes to expectations that are not connected to fundamen-
tals. This, then, conforms to a de…nition of sunspots that is much stricter
than Pigou’s.

All this is done as follows. The consumption equation residual can be
decomposed into a part which is related to TFP shocks and into sunspots.
The natural way of orthogonalization is to regress technology shocks on the
consumption equation residual. If both shocks are found to be uncorrelated,

4Ritschl (2002a) …nds similar values while using quarterly data. Of course, given the
large standard errors of the regressions, the results should be interpreted as indicating that
market power and increasing returns are not implausible per se. The large measurement
uncertainty is common in empirical studies on scale economies (see Cole and Ohanian,
1999, for an evaluation).
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this would indicate that f!tg does not simply capture disturbances on the
supply side.

To begin with, German total factor productivity, zdt , is tallied by carrying
out the Solow decomposition

zdt =
ydt

(udtk
d
t )
0:3(ldt )

0:9
:

Here capital utilization is variable and the production function is increasing
returns to render the total factor productivity (TFP) estimation compati-
ble with the theoretical model. The instrument for utilization, udt , is taken
as HP-deviations of output so as to account for the cyclical intensity that
capital is working. The instrument was transformed such that 25 percent of
capital was idled at the business cycle trough – consistent with evidence by
Bresnahan and Ra¤ (1991).5 Since the variables in equation (11) are mea-
sured as deviations from the steady state, an estimation of the steady state
values is necessary. Accordingly, I linearly detrend all series individually. All
data are taken from Ritschl (2002b).

The sunspot orthogonalization yields (absolute t-value in parentheses,
data: 1925:I - 1938:III)

!t = ¡0:125152
(0:61)

"t + sunt

R
2
= 0:008 SER = 0:0306:

Of note is the small explanatory power of the regression as measured by
R
2

and the insigni…cance of the regressor. Technology shocks do not cause
the identi…ed belief shocks. Moreover, for serial correlation up to fourth-
order, the Breusch-Godfrey test statistics do not reject the null of zero serial
correlation (Table 2). Therefore, the sequence of sunspots appears to be in
line with the assumption of rational expectations.

Figure 2 shows that pessimism started to engulf the German economy dur-
ing 1927. In fact I am able to unearth an unfavorable sequence of sunspots
from 1927:IV to 1932:II. This sequence roughly coincides with the economic
cycle. The business cycle peak occurred in 1928:I and the economy went
through its trough in 1932:III. In Figure 3 I display an index of nonfundamen-
tal con…dence constructed from the sunspot shocks. The index is spawned
by chaining the measured innovations from quarter to quarter (i.e. a …rst-
di¤erence …lter). This way, one can clearly observe that con…dence reaches

5Using, say, deviations of per capita output from long term trend as the instrument
hardly changes the resulting TFP series – the correlation of the two series is 0.95. Section
5 will return to the issue.
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a plateau in 1926:IV and its precipitous fall starting during the last quarter
of 1927. Con…dence does not recover before 1932:II and it continues to rise
throughout the 1930s. Only by 1936 does the upsurge comes to a pause.6

The …ndings imply that German expectations changed direction well before
the U.S. cycle peaked. This is in line with the hypothesis originally promoted
by Temin (1971) and recently picked up again by Ritschl (1999, 2002a).7

Next, I address a potential pitfall of the sunspot extracting procedure: I
demonstrate that the measure of nonfundamental con…dence is not caused
by other fundamental variables. In fact, the causality tests in Table 3 show
that considered variables (in‡ation, government spending, de…cit, wage bill,
interest rates, and a monetary aggregate) appear not to a¤ect sunspot ex-
pectations.

4 Do sunspots matter?
Up to this point, I have found indications of pessimistic sunspots that began
to surface sometime during 1927. The current Section will trace the eco-
nomic e¤ects of the estimated worsening of expectations. First I will present
results of an empirical investigation to determine how well sunspots predict
economic activity. The second part addresses the role of sunspots within a
fully speci…ed dynamic general equilibrium. That is, the identi…ed historical
sunspots will be fed into the model; data and arti…cial output series will be
confronted.

4.1 The (forecasting) power of sunspots

This Subsection determines how well sunspots predict output. It relays the
outcome of simple reduced-form forecasting regressions for output growth
and discusses the …ndings of a vector autoregression analysis.

One way to assess the predictive ability of sunspots is to examine reduced-
form evidence from forecasting output movements on lagged sunspot inno-
vations:

¢ ln ydt = ®+ ¯Zt +
4X

t=i

°isunt¡i + ²t: (12)

6The above sunspot-series is by no means dependent on the way capital utilization is
measured in zd

t . In slight model-inconsistency, I …nd that the correlation of the above
series of sunspots and one that arises when utilization is constant is 0.995 (when both
utilization and returns to scale are constant, the correlation is 0.987). I will revisit this
issue in Section 5.

7In particular Ritschl suggests a worsening of the business climate.
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Here ¢ ln ydt is the growth rate of per capita output (data) and Zt is a vector
of control variables. OLS is used to estimate the forecasting equation in
quarterly data (1925:I to 1938:IV).

The top panel of Table 4 shows estimations of equation (12) without
control variables; the lower part includes controls in the regression. Adding
the control variables allows us to ask whether sunspots have any incremental
explanatory power once these economic fundamentals are accounted for.

Lagged values of sunspots, taken on their own, explain a substantial por-
tion of output. In particular, they explain between 11 and 16 percent of the
variation in output one quarter hence.8 The probability that this explana-
tory power was generated merely by chance is estimated to be very small as
evinced by the second column of Table 4 which reports the probability values
for the joint marginal signi…cance levels.

While the …ndings show that sunspots by themselves help to predict the
future course of output, a more important question is whether sunspots con-
tain information not captured by economic fundamentals – this of course
brings us back to the issue of causality. Are sunspots still signi…cant when
control variables are included in equation (12)? And if so, is the explanatory
power added of notable magnitude? The control variables included in Zt are
four lags of the growth in the real wage bill and four lags of the …rst di¤er-
ence of the interest rate (Privatdiskont in Berlin) – the controls potentially
a¤ecting the path of output (or consumption) for other reasons than animal
spirits.9

The information content of sunspots can be assessed by recording the
increment to the adjusted R

2
from adding sunspots to the regression of eco-

nomic growth on the control variables. The lower part of Table 4 shows
statistical results from running the regression (12) on both the sunspot lags
and the control variables; no doubt at econometric risk given that 13 coef-
…cients are being estimated in a sample of 52 observations. Numbers give
the increase in the fraction of one-quarter ahead variation in output growth
explained from adding sunspot lags to the equation. In the case of private
GNP, the impact of nonfundamental con…dence remains impressive. R

2
rises

substantially by 10 percent when sunspots are added to the set of control
variables. The coe¢cients on the four lags of sunspots are estimated to be
statistically signi…cant at better than the 1 percent level. As for total GNP,

8Private output is de…ned as the sum of non-government consumption and investment
spending. For our purposes, it appears to be the relevant variable. At the beginning of
the sample (1925) private output was 87 percent of total output.

9Of course, the choice of which controls to include is inherently somewhat arbitrary.
Interest rate and wage income can be thought of capturing e¤ects of monetary policy and
credit-rationing.
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the margin is narrower and the evidence more murky. Sunspots contribute
about 8 percent to the R

2
and the four lags are only jointly signi…cant at the

6 percent level.
For an alternative way to gauge whether sunspots have had much of a role

in accounting for movements in output, Table 5 reports variance decomposi-
tions for various time horizons based on the 1925 to 1938 estimation period.
In a sense, variance decompositions of this sort are a harder test than simply
comparing the output amplitudes of data and of the sunspot driven model as
is normally done in the real business cycle literature (RBC).10 Underlying the
analysis is a bivariate, unrestricted vector autoregression (VAR) containing
sunspots and output. Sunspots are ordered …rst in the VAR. This is consis-
tent with the assumption that sunspots in‡uence output contemporaneously,
but output in‡uences expectations only with a one period lag. The VARs
suggest that sunspots account for between 25 percent to 75 percent of the
output forecast variance at a three year horizon.

Figure 4 summarizes the dynamic relationship between sunspots and out-
put. The chart shows the responses of log private output to an innovation
in con…dence. The lines above and below the impulse response are the prob-
ability bands which are generated by taking 1000 Monte Carlo draws from
the posterior distribution of the VAR coe¢cients. The Figures illustrate that
sunspot shocks have a very persistent e¤ect on output. The peak response
is about one-and-a-half years after the impact.11

Overall, I interpret these results as an indication of sunspots’ pertinent
role during the Great Depression. Granted the analysis up to now did not
consider the model and – at this point of the discussion – it is not clear that
theory would in fact produce a sequence of arti…cial economic activity that
resembles that of the actual economy. This is will be shown in the following
Sections.

4.2 Injecting sunspots – a visual clue

The following Subsections will provide clues of how sunspot theory tracks
the German interwar cycle. To that avail, an arti…cial output series is de-
rived by feeding the empirical sunspot series back into the model (11). The

10In fact, when the sequence of sunspots is fed into the model, the model variance
exceeds data’s by factor three. The reasoning for this is that in the presence of variable
capital utilization, consumption becomes extremely smooth. There is a solution to this
puzzle by departing from logarithmic utility (see Weder, 2002). Since I am only engaged
in regressions in the following Sections, the scaling (as in Figure 5) is not important.

11The respective charts for total output are very similar, however, the (initial) output
response is cut by 30 percent and the pattern is somewhat less persistent.
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Figure 4: Impulse responses. VAR as in Table 5.

procedure encompasses tautology and unlike Chari, Kehoe and McGrattan’s
(2002) accounting scheme, there is nothing to expect that every facet of the
business cycle can be explained by the sunspots shocks. First of all, sunspots
have been derived from a subset of equations that constitute the general
equilibrium of the economy and therefore the procedure is not an accounting
exercise. Second, the very sequence of estimated shocks is dependent on the
speci…c theoretical model. If the model is a poor description of the Ger-
man economy, the shocks should be signi…cant in the sense of adjusting the
model’s prediction such to pick up alternative sources of ‡uctuations. This,
however, was not the case: the causality tests suggested that nothing out of
the list of fundamental forces drives the sunspots.12 On the other hand, if
the model is correct and able to pick up the real sunspots, but sunspots are
not an important source of the German cycle, then it should be expected
that the model and German output data di¤er substantially. The following
Subsections attempt to monitor any such di¤erences.

Before conducting quantitative tests, Figure 5 graphically presents the
behavior of arti…cial output. The model economy does extremely well in
capturing the general pattern of output. That is, the model correctly reaches
a plateau in 1927, it predicts the upper turning point, the slide into the

12Moreover, if, say, technology shocks were the exclusive impulse behind the German
cycle, the model would record these shocks but not measure any !t-sequence.
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Figure 5: Arti…cial output. Scaled to match 75 percent of data volatility.

Depression as well as the beginning of the recovery more than four years
later.

4.3 Sunspot theory in action

Figure 5’s graphical characterization remains uninformative unless a quanti-
tative test of the sunspot theory of the Great Depression is provided. This
will be done next.

A natural starting point is to regress model output, ymt , on linearly de-
trended total output (t-values in parentheses):

ln yt;dt = 0:824
(4:27)

+ 0:825
(18:86)

ln ym
t

R
2
= 0:868 SER = 0:0518

ln yt;dt = 0:715
(4:41)

+ 0:850
(23:10)

ln ym
t¡1

R
2
= 0:909 SER = 0:0432

and on private output

ln yp;dt = 0:538
(2:19)

+ 0:880
(15:80)

ln ym
t

R
2
= 0:822 SER = 0:0660

ln yp;dt = 0:349
(1:76)

+ 0:923
(20:59)

ln ym
t¡1

R
2
= 0:889 SER = 0:0526:
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At …rst glance, these regressions evoke that the sunspot model mimics fairly
closely the actual behavior of output: the coe¢cients are highly signi…cant
and a substantial fraction of the sample variance is explained. Moreover,
whenever the arti…cial economy appears in lagged form, the regressions im-
prove which indicates that model output leads the German cycle. Neverthe-
less, the above regressions cannot be seen as logically compelling evidence in
favor of or against sunspot models of the business cycle. Mimicking the econ-
omy is a necessary but not a su¢cient condition for correctness. Stronger
evidence would be to show that sunspots provide added apprehension over
rival modelling structures.

Time series econometrics allows data to be distinguished in atheoretical
ways. For example, modelling aggregate output as a low-order autoregressive
or moving-average process generates a reasonable …t. If the sunspot approach
to business cycles conveys anything unique about the German economy it
must provide some advantage relative to atheoretical time series models. I
implement this investigation by estimating equations of the following form

ln ydt = ® +
nX

i=1

¯i ln y
d
t¡i + ° ln y

m
t + ²t:

The idea behind conducting these tests is that by adding output from the
sunspot model to the regression, one obtains a measure of to what extent
sunspots provide additional informational content.

Let us begin with the atheoretical model. A lag length of n = 3 (4) was
determined to eliminate evidence of fourth-order serial correlation for private
(total) GNP. The time series model’s predictive power is large – it explains
over 93 percent of the variation in output one quarter hence (Lines 1 and 3 in
Table 6). The Table also shows that the sunspot model contains incremental
explanatory power on private and total output (Lines 2 and 4). The standard
errors of the regressions fall by 15 (11) percent and the probability that the
explanatory power is produced by pure chance is essentially nil.13

A natural alternative is to check the forecasting ability of the sunspot
model, since after all, sunspots represent forward-looking expectations. This
alternative hypothesis is represented in the following equation

ln ydt = ®+
nX

i=1

¯i ln y
d
t¡i +

mX

i=1

°i ln y
m
t¡i + ²t:

Again, OLS is used to estimate the forecasting equation in quarterly data.
Table 7 reports. In the …rst row, the dependent variable is data output (pri-

13It can furthermore be shown that adding the sunspots model to the regression does
not create serial correlations.
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vate) alone. The next line adds one period lagged model output which is
followed by the case m = 4. The sunspot model, again, has explanatory
power. For example, there is a 16 to 18 percent reduction of the standard
errors in the regression relative to Line 1. The results for total output are
somewhat worse. The one-period lagged arti…cial output is endowed with
incremental predictive power, however, the distributed lag of arti…cial out-
put is not jointly signi…cant at reasonable probability values (Lines 5 and 6
of Table 7). However, given the dramatic increase of government expendi-
tures on GNP – from 13 percent in 1925 to 32 percent in 1938 –, the lower
correlation is not dramatically surprising.

5 Robustness and extensions
This Section discusses the robustness of the previous results. The Section
…rst checks for the sensitivity of linearly detrending variables before …ltering
out sunspots. It then looks at di¤erent measures of TFP and the explanatory
power of technology shocks. This is followed by considering a model version
in which technology is constant and I show that variable factor utilization
and increasing returns to scale provide an endogenous mechanism for ex-
plaining movements in the naive Solow residual. I then check for robustness
by employing an alternative labor series and by considering a di¤erent rep-
resentation of the model from which sunspots are extracted. Finally, I will
show robustness of my results by applying alternative methods of unearthing
sunspots and then compare the results.

5.1 Detrending

Since the variables in equation (11) were measured as deviations from the
steady state, an estimation of the steady state values was necessary. In
Section 3 and 4, I used linearly detrended series. Here, I apply a Hodrick-
Prescott …lter instead. This yields

!t = ¡0:11967
(0:65)

"t + sunt

R
2
= 0:007 SER = 0:0274:

The correlation of the sunspot sequence here and that from Section 3 is
0.98. Table 8 shows the minor e¤ects of an alternative detrending on model
predictions. The arti…cial economy stays put.
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5.2 Noise in TFP

One objection to the extracting procedure could be that measured TFP may
be a noisy signal of true supply shocks (largely arising from the construction
of historical quarterly data series). To combat this, I add four lagged TFP
shocks as right hand side variables in the orthogonalization of the belief
shock. This raises R

2
to 0.191 but the new shock series looks very much like

the …rst sunspot sequence: the contemporaneous correlation is 0.86 (Figure
6).14 The predictive power of sunspots remains. The shocks taken on their
own explain between 16 to 31 percent of the one-quarter-ahead variation
in output growth (Table 9).15 Sunspots also contain signi…cant information
about future changes of private output aside from the information contained
in the control variables. In the case of total output, sunspots add only 2
percent to the R

2
of the reduced-form equation and the four lags are not

jointly signi…cant at any of the usual levels. Table 10 reports explanatory
power of the arti…cial economy at the 6 percent level or better. I conclude
that even though the results for total output are somewhat discouraging, the
result for private spending remains quite strong.

14Of course, TFP itself may be a noisy measure of true supply shocks (see Hall, 1990)
and the more pronounced e¤ect on ! may be artifact of the persistent cycle.

15Actually, when compared to Table 4, the regressions are not worse than those in which
”less TFP noise” is taken out.
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5.3 The role of technology shocks

At the stage of sunspot estimation, technology was assumed to be stochastic.
It would therefore be logical to move to a model that contains TFP shocks.
Let us begin by shutting down the sunspot channel and shock the model (11)
only by the identi…ed shocks to e¢ciency, zt.

Ever since Burnside and Eichenbaum (1996), it is known that variable
capital utilization impinges on measured TFP. Table 11 reports. A real busi-
ness cycle version of the model contains valuable information. However, the
informational content is abruptly lost for lagged realizations which indicates
that the supply driven economy is lagging.16 It should, of course, be empha-
sized that the result is dependent on the current model and, thus, the results
are to some extent unfair to the RBC approach. Taken together, however, the
Subsection …nds that sunspots models are certainly not inferior to RBC and
furthermore, it points to the possibility that factors other than the broadly
de…ned shock to e¢ciency may be chie‡y responsible for the interwar cycle.

5.4 No role for technology shocks?

This said, it appears that shutting down the channel of intertemporal sub-
stitutions of TFP shocks may be an adequate strategy to divulge the riddle
of the Great Depression. This now creates a puzzle of its own: how can this
be feasible after the variations in TFP are a fact (see for example Fisher and
Hornstein, 2002)? I conduct the following experiment. TFP can be com-
puted as the residual from a naive Solow-residual accounting in which all
TFP-movements are attributed to technology

zcrst =
yt

k0:25t l0:75t

: (13)

In (13) I now ignore both variable capital utilization and increasing returns
as do Fisher and Hornstein (2002). I then ask, is the arti…cial sunspots
economy able to endogenously replicate the zcrst -pattern? Let us assume
that technology is deterministic. Thus, the economy is best described by

µ bct+1
bkt+1

¶
= F

µ bct
bkt

¶
+G

µ
!t+1
0

¶

and sunspots are elicited accordingly. The matrix F is 2£ 2. The economic
structure parallels the approach taken in Farmer and Guo (1994). Figure

16For total output, the real business cycle model always has insigni…cant, negative co-
e¢cients.
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Figure 7: Sunspots when TFP is not in model

7 plots the original shock sequence and the new series. Quite remarkably,
the sequences are just about identical – their correlation is 0.988 – which
suggests that consumption shocks, !t+1, are essentially unconnected to TFP.
Figure 8 plots the computed naive model TFP vis-a-vis data-zcrst . Because
of the presence of increasing returns and of variable capacity utilization in
the model, sunspot shocks lead to a procyclical series of naive TFP. The
correlation of arti…cial and data TFP is quite large; even when Lölhö¤el’s
data is used it is 0.94.

5.5 Robustness with respect to employment data

Given the discussion on TFP and Fisher and Hornstein’s (2002) use of Lölhöf-
fel’s employment series, it should be checked if my results can be replicated
when TFP is computed based on Lölhö¤el’s employment data. Lölhö¤el’s
and Ritschl’s series di¤er in the way the employment in the government sector
is accounted for. Ritschl’s data is a better representation for non-government
employment than Lölhö¤el’s and it is more volatile. As a consequence, TFP
falls less during the Depression era (see Figure 8).

I use a cubic spline method to transform Lölhö¤el’s annual data into quar-
terly frequency. Once again, I …nd that belief shocks and technology shocks
are not correlated as the orthogonalization evinces (t-values in parentheses):

!t = 0:23282
(1:34)

"t + sunt

R
2
= 0:029 SER = 0:0322:

The coe¢cient of technology shocks now has the expected positive sign, how-
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ever, it is still not signi…cant. Table 12 shows the signi…cant predictive power
of sunspots. I then add output from the sunspot model to the regression

ln ydt = ® +
nX

i=1

¯i ln y
d
t¡i + ° ln y

m
t + ²t

to obtain a measure of to what extent sunspots provide informational content.
The speci…c model is driven by expectational shocks only. Table 13 reports;
the analysis is analog to Table 5 to which it should be compared. Arti…cial
output again possesses signi…cant explanatory power. I conclude that my
results are robust with respect to the speci…c employment series.

5.6 A di¤erent model reduction

Next, I will demonstrate the non-importance of reducing the dynamic system
to (11). In the case of the German Depression, Temin’s (1971) story concerns
an early fall in investment. Thus, the natural question arises if there is
any gain from identifying the sunspots with a residual from the investment
equation (i.e. animal spirits) rather than from the consumption equation in
(11)?17 To address this, I will consider a rearranged reduced-form version of

17I would like to thank Stephen Broadberry for suggesting this to me.
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Figure 9: Arti…cial output.

the model that includes investment instead of consumption:
µ bxt+1

bkt+1

¶
= S

µ bxt
bkt

¶
+B

µ
e!t+1
0

¶
:

As before, S denotes the 2£ 2 Jacobian and e!t+1 ´ Etbxt+1 ¡ bxt+1. I use this
equation to again extract sunspots. Figure 9 shows that the sunspot-driven
economy tracks real data quite well. The arti…cial economy peaks in 1928:I,
turns around in 1932:III and predicts a long boom after that. Moreover, the
sunspot driven economy accounts for 45 percent of German output standard
deviation (see also footnote 10 on that issue). Table 14 shows that explana-
tory model power endures. The economic reason for the equivalence of both
modelling structures is that consumption and investment share an important
characteristic: they are both forward-looking, thus, changes in expectations
are captured in the behavior of both variables.

5.7 The Salyer and She¤rin approach to sunspots

Salyer and She¤rin (1998) compute sunspots with an alternative modelling
structure. In particular, they employ …nancial markets data in an extended
Farmer and Guo (1994) indeterminacy model. For further robustness of my
results, I shall repeat their procedure for interwar Germany. Data on interest
rates is in‡ation-de‡ated (Privatdiskont, source of data Ritschl, 2002b). Ta-
ble 15 shows the forecasting power of the sunspots. The in‡uence of sunspots
is signi…cant. When sunspots are …tted back into model, I …nd that the ar-
ti…cial business cycle peaks in 1926:IV – which is a bit earlier than what my
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original sunspots series predicted – and the beginning of the economic run-
down comes about three quarters later (Table 16 presents regressions results).
This coincides with the sunspot series which were previously derived.

5.8 The Harrison and Weder approach to sunspots

Harrison and Weder (2001) promote an alternative procedure to …lter out
expectations from data. They do not use a speci…c theoretical model to
estimate sunspots but rather quantify investor’s sentiment by instrument-
ing it by interest rate spreads. Using their VAR-based approach, one must
not impose a priori assumptions on the correct model structure at the stage
of sunspot computations (see Beyer and Farmer, 2003, for a recent discus-
sion of identi…cation problems of rational expectations models). Harrison
and Weder claim that spreads between high and medium-graded corporate
bonds embody important information on agents’ forecasts. For example, a
widening of the spread in advance of business cycle downturns re‡ects an-
ticipation on the part of investors that a downturn is likely. Default by
(lower-graded) borrowers has become relatively more plausible.18 It is thus
routine to ask if the Harrison-and-Weder-procedure yields similar results; if
it does it would provide auxiliary evidence to the …ndings here. I apply
the Harrison-Weder-procedure while taking bonds with the lowest perceived
default risk (H.A.B. Pfandbriefe) as the natural benchmark and industrial
corporate bonds (Industrieobligationen) as the measure of risk. The spread
between the bonds’ returns opens during the second part of 1927.19 I extract
non-fundamental uncertainty by estimating a bivariate, two-lagged VAR con-
taining the spread and output growth. The part of the spread that is not
explained (and therefore orthogonal to GNP) is interpreted as a rough mea-
sure of sunspots. Figure 10 plots the spread residuals after adjusting for
fundamental inputs vis-a-vis the model-based shocks as computed above.
Their correlation is 0.47.

18Bernanke (1990) and Friedman and Kuttner (1993) also use the Baa-Aaa-quality
spread as an instrument for perceived default risk. Ritschl (1999) interprets the deto-
riation of the term-structure as investors’ prediction of the slump.

19Data taken from Statistisches Jahrbuch für das Deutsche Reich (years 1926-1933).
Bond data sample limited to create consistent series: months 1931:8 to 1932:4 not avaiable;
later periods missing. I estimated the VAR including and excluding (i.e. 1925 to 1931)
the missing period. The general results are robust with respect to the estimation period,
lag lengths and ordering of variables. Harrison and Weder’s U.S. data covers well over
300 observations which allows for the correction of further fundamental variables such as
money, interest rates, default rates et cetera.
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6 Concluding comments
Over the past decade the literature on indeterminacy in macroeconomics
has moved from slight obscurity into the spotlight by demonstrating that
otherwise standard models can exhibit multiple equilibria, and, moreover,
that nonfundamental shocks can be quantitatively important for explaining
aggregate ‡uctuations. The present paper has applied the model structure
to the German Great Depression. There are many smoking guns when it
comes to solving the riddle of the Great Depression in Germany. Existing
theories often stress fundamental imbalances and distortions, like TFP de-
teriorations, inept …scal policy, reparations, taxes et cetera and all have put
forth plausible but certainly not fully convincing accounts. The present pa-
per challenges the view that matters were purely fundamental. I …nd that
nonfundamental factors played a prominent role. In particular, my analysis
has tracked down historical sunspots that had a ripple e¤ect on the German
economy. The paper shows that sunspots contain important information on
economic activity and it points to a tangible fraction of output volatility
that is directly attributable to nonfundamental expectations. Most notable
is that the detrimental shocks began to hit the economy well before other
disturbances (such as the rise in real interest rates, Gold exports or …nancial
panics) entered the picture. Sunspots therefore o¤er a reason for the early
beginning of the Depression in Germany. In a sense, the paper provides the
theoretical backbone to Temin’s (1971) interpretation of the German De-
pression. Temin stresses a fall in domestic investment demand, however, he
leaves unexplained what caused the plunge. The current paper makes a case
for a dramatic swing towards pessimistic expectations that developed during
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1927 which depressed aggregate demand and persisted until the later half of
1932.
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7 The linearized model and the tables

Let us denote byt ´ (yt ¡ y)=y et cetera, then the linear model is given by

byt = ®but + ®bkt + ¯blt (A1)

blt = byt ¡ bct (A2)

b±t = byt ¡ bkt (A3)
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b±t = µbut (A4)

c

y
bct +

x

y
bxt = byt (A5)

¡bct = ¡Etbct+1 + ®À½
y

k

³
Etbyt+1 ¡ bkt+1

´
¡ ½±Etb±t+1 (A6)

bkt+1 = (1¡ ±)bkt ¡ ±b±t +
x

k
bxt (A7)

and

bzt+1 = ³bzt + "t+1: (A8)

The model equations (A1)-(A8) can be compactly written as (using Table 1)
0
BBBB@

byt
bxt
blt
but
b±t

1
CCCCA
=

0
BBBB@

16:41 ¡2:72 ¡18:16
123:62 ¡21:64 ¡144:51
15:41 ¡2:72 ¡18:16
8:25 ¡1:87 ¡9:13
16:41 ¡3:72 ¡18:16

1
CCCCA

0
@

bct
bkt
bzt

1
A

and
0
@

¡1 0 0
0:80 0:86 ¡0:95
0 0 0:95

1
A

0
@

bct
bkt
bzt

1
A =

0
@

¡0:88 ¡0:03 ¡0:13
0 1 0
0 0 1

1
A

0
@

bct+1
bkt+1
bzt+1

1
A+

0
@

0 ¡0:88 ¡0:13
0 0 0

¡1 0 1

1
A

0
@
"t+1
!t+1
´t+1

1
A

where ´t+1 ´ Etbzt+1 ¡ bzt+1 = ¡"t+1. Premultiplying by the matrix
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Table 1: Quarterly model calibration
®À ¯À ½ ± À ³
0:25 0:75 1:03¡1=4 0:0075 0:83 0:95

Table 2: Serial correlation
Lags Probability

1 0.60
2 0.86
3 0.55
4 0.62

Table 2 – Serial correlation LM test: Breusch-Godfrey tests (various orders)
for autocorrelated disturbances (probability values).

Table 3: Granger causality (probability)
Variable Lags

2 4 6
De…cit (real) 0.52/0.59 0.13/0.09 0.32/0.77
De…cit/Y 0.51/0.59 0.07/0.74 0.23/0.80
G 0.82/0.30 0.99/0.66 0.87/0.66
G/Y 0.81/0.76 0.96/0.99 0.76/0.90
M/P 0.92/0.25 0.99/0.31 0.91/0.33
Wage bill 0.64/0.16 0.58/0.12 0.58/0.08
Interest rate 0.89/0.75 0.90/0.71 0.89/0.39
In‡ation 0.33/0.10 0.09/0.00 0.14/0.01

Table 3 – The …rst (second) entry corresponds to the probability value of the
null that ”the variable (sunspots) does not Granger cause sunspots (the variable)”.
De…cit = change of real de…cit, De…cit/Y = change of real de…cit as fraction
of output, G = growth rate of real government expenditure, G/Y = change of
government share, M/P = real money (base) growth, Wage bill = growth rate of
real wage bill, Interest rate = Privatdiskont in Berlin, In‡ation = growth rate of
CPI.
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Table 4: Predictive power of sunspots

Dependent R
2

or ¢R
2 Signi…cance

(p-value)
GNPprivate 0.161 0.010
GNPtotal 0.117 0.032
GNPprivate 0.107 0.006
GNPtotal 0.079 0.051

Table 4 – The upper part reports R
2

and the lower one changes in R
2

after
sunspots are added to regression. The third column displays probability values of
the null that the sunspot variable is zero (log likelihood ratio).

Table 5: Sunspot shocks: variance decomposition
Period ¢ ln yT ln yT ¢ ln yP ln yP

0 23.3 24.1 41.4 40.0
4 26.6 24.4 49.2 61.8
8 27.0 28.2 49.8 71.9
12 27.1 30.4 49.8 75.3

Table 5 – Cholesky ordering: sunspots, output. VAR containing total output
growth (¢ ln yT ) and private output growth (¢ ln yP ) has lag length 3. VAR
containing total output growth (¢ ln yT ) and private output growth (¢ ln yP )
has lag length 5 (detrended); lags determined by Akaike info criteria and Schwarz
criteria.

Table 6: Regression results

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0399 - -
2 ym 0:342

(6:56)
0.967 0.0291 0.000 0.000

3 - - 0.955 0.0311 - -
4 ym 0:321

(4:94)
0.970 0.0253 0.000 0.000

Table 6 – Each line reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended
per capita output on a constant and on own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to
1938:III. Dependent variable: Lines 1 & 2 private output, Lines 3 & 4 total output.
Coe¢cient = estimate when variable is added to regression, SER = standard errors
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of regression, F-statistic = probability value of the null that the variable is zero,
Log-likelihood-ratio = probability value of the null that the variable is zero.

Table 7: Regression results

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0399 - -
2 ym¡1 0:363

(4:59)
0.957 0.0334 0.000 0.000

3 ym¡1 to ¡4 0.960 0.0324 0.000 0.000
4 - - 0.955 0.0311 - -
5 ym 0:253

(2:98)
0.962 0.0288 0.005 0.002

6 ym¡1 to ¡4 ¡ 0.990 0.0294 0.071 0.037

Table 7 – Each line reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended
per capita output on a constant and on own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to
1938:III. Dependent variable: Lines 1 to 3 private output, Lines 4 to 6 total output.

Table 8: Regression results (HP-…lter)

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0399 - -
2 ym 0:293

(6:06)
0.965 0.0300 0.000 0.000

3 - - 0.955 0.0311 - -
4 ym 0:105

(1:91)
0.958 0.0303 0.062 0.046

Table 8 – Each line reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended
per capita output on a constant and on own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to
1938:III. Dependent variable: Lines 1 & 2 private output, Lines 3 & 4 total output.

Table 9: Predictive power of alt. sunspots

Dependent R
2

or ¢R
2 Signi…cance

(p-value)
GNPprivate 0.320 0.000
GNPtotal 0.163 0.013
GNPprivate 0.295 0.000
GNPtotal 0.019 0.169
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Table 9 – The upper part reports R
2

and the lower one changes in R
2

after
sunspots are added to regression. The third column displays probability values of
the null that the sunspot variable is zero (log likelihood ratio).

Table 10: Regression results (alt. sunspots)

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0399 - -
2 ym 0:348

(5:75)
0.963 0.0310 0.000 0.000

3 - - 0.955 0.0311 - -
4 ym 0:263

(3:62)
0.965 0.0277 0.062 0.046

Table 10 – Each line reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended
per capita output on a constant and on own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to
1938:III. Dependent variable: Lines 1 & 2 private output, Lines 3 & 4 total output.

Table 11: Regression results (Supply shocks)

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0399 - -
2 ym 0:145

(2:87)
0.946 0.0372 0.009 0.006

3 ym¡1 0:084
(1:49)

0.940 0.0394 0.143 0.121

4 ym¡1 to ¡4 - 0.941 0.0394 0.219 0.155

Table 11 – Each line reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended
per capita private output on a constant and on own lags using quarterly data
1925:I to 1938:III.

Table 12: Predictive power of sunspots

Dependent R
2

or ¢R
2 Signi…cance

(p-value)
GNPprivate 0.127 0.031
GNPtotal 0.185 0.008
GNPprivate 0.104 0.030
GNPtotal 0.143 0.004
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Table 12 – The upper part reports R
2

and the lower one changes in R
2

after
sunspots are added to regression. The third column displays probability values of
the null that the sunspot variable is zero (log likelihood ratio).

Table 13: Regression results (alt. employment series)

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0311 - -
2 ym 0:495

(2:87)
0.963 0.0286 0.006 0.003

3 - - 0.955 0.0399 - -
4 ym 0:165

(1:53)
0.957 0.0307 0.133 0.108

Table 13 – Reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended per capita
output on a constant and own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to 1938:III. Depen-
dent variable: Lines 1 to 3 private output, Lines 4 to 6 total output.

Table 14: Regression results (alt. reduced form)

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0399 - -
2 ym 0:605

(5:48)
0.962 0.0315 0.000 0.000

3 - - 0.955 0.0311 - -
4 ym 0:328

(2:44)
0.960 0.0296 0.019 0.012

Table 14 – Each line reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended
per capita output on a constant and on own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to
1938:III. Dependent variable: Lines 1 & 2 private output, Lines 3 & 4 total output.

Table 15: Predictive power of sunspots (Salyer & She¤rin)

Dependent R
2

or ¢R
2 Signi…cance

(p-value)
GNPprivate 0.140 0.018
GNPtotal 0.134 0.021
GNPprivate 0.103 0.026
GNPtotal 0.049 0.102
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Table 15 – The upper part reports R
2

and the lower one changes in R
2

after
sunspots are added to regression. The third column displays probability values of
the null that the sunspot variable is zero (log likelihood ratio).

Table 16: Regression results (Salyer & She¤rin)

Line Variable Coe¢cient R
2

S.E.R. F-statistic Log likelihood
(t-value) (variable) ratio

1 - - 0.938 0.0311 - -
2 ym 0:206

(3:19)
0.948 0.0366 0.003 0.001

3 - - 0.955 0.0399 - -
4 ym 0:161

(2:64)
0.961 0.0293 0.011 0.007

Table 16 – Reports regression statistics of German linearly detrended per capita
output on a constant and own lags using quarterly data 1925:I to 1938:III. Depen-
dent variable: Lines 1 to 3 private output, Lines 4 to 6 total output.
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